
ELA1 11A Make 
connections to things I 

see/read/hear

Math1 N1 Say the 
number sequence 0 to 

100

Sci1 SI1 Ask 
questions that help 
me to understand

SS1 T1 Evaluate 
ideas and information 
from different points 
of view for self and 

others.

Well1 W1 Make 
responsible and 

informed choices to 
maintain health and 
to promote safety

PE1 A1 Perform 
locomotor, non- 
locomotor, & 

manipulative skills

Art1 R1 I can observe 
& think about the 
world around me.

ELA1 23B Identify & 
explain literary 

techniques & elements

ELA1 11B Share ideas 
& listen to others' 

ideas

Math1 N2 Subitize 
arrangements of 1- 10 

object

Sci1 SI2 Describe 
materials and objects 

I observe

SS1 T2 Contribute to 
decision making and 

problem solving 
interactions.

Well1 R1 Develop 
effective interpersonal 
skills that demonstrate 
responsibility, respect 
and caring in order to 

establish and 
maintain healthy

PE1 A2 Apply basic 
skills in games & 

activities

Art1 D1 I can show 
the world around me

ELA1 23C Experiment 
with language

ELA1 12A Set 
learning goals as 

reader/writer/listene 
r/speaker/illustrator/ 

viewer

Math1 N3 
Demonstrate an 

understanding of 
counting

Sci1 AT1 Show a 
positive attitude 
toward science

SS1 T3 Create and 
use a simple map to 
locate communities

Well1 L1 Use 
resources effectively 

to manage and 
explore life roles and 
career opportunities 

and challenges.

PE1 A3 Apply basic 
skills in dance and 

gymnastics

Art1 CO1 I can make 
choices on how to 

make my art.

ELA1 24A Generate 
& elaborate on the 
expression of ideas

ELA1 21A Use my 
own experience to 
understand new 

things

Math1 N4 Represent 
and describe numbers 

to 20

Sci1 A1 Describe and 
create changes in 

colour

SS1 SP Participate in 
projects for my 

community

Math1 SS2 Sort 3D & 
2D shapes. Explain 

sorting rules

PE1 B1 Understand, 
experience, and 

appreciate the health 
benefits that result 

from physical activity

Art1 E1 I can draw
ELA1 24B Identify & 

apply structures when 
creating texts

ELA1 21B Use 
comprehension 

strategies

Math1 N5 Compare 
sets to 20

Sci1 A2 Applies 
knowledge of colour 
for a specific purpose

SS1 R Make 
connections based on 
various information

Math1 SS3 Replicate 
composite 2D shapes 

and 3D objects

PE1 C1 Use positive 
communication & 
leadership skills

Art1 E2 I can paint
ELA1 31 Plan & focus 
to organize ideas & 

information

ELA1 21C Use 
features of texts to 

understand

Math1 N6 Estimate 
quantities to 20

Sci1 B1 Describe 
seasonal changes

SS1 CO Accurately 
communicate my 

learning

Math1 SS4 Compare 
2D shapes to parts of 

3D objects

PE1 C2 Demonstrate 
etiquette & fair play

Art1 E3 I can make 
prints

ELA1 32 Select & 
process information



ELA1 21D Use 
decoding strategies & 

text structure when 
reading

Math1 N7 
Understand number 

conservation

Sci1 B2 Explain how 
seasonal changes 
affect living things

SS1 A1 Examine how 
I belong and am 
connected to my 

world

ELA1 33A Organize 
& record information

PE1 C3 Demonstrate 
teamwork

Art1 E4 I can sculpt

ELA1 41D Experiment 
with literary 

techniques to 
enhance my work

ELA1 21E Use 
references & tools to 

make meaning

Math1 N8 Identify 1 
or 2 more/less within 

numbers to 20

Sci1 C1 Construct 
objects using different 

materials

SS1 A2 Determine 
what makes my 

community thrive

ELA1 33B Evaluate 
information to 

develop new learning

PE1 D1 Put forth 
effort

Art1 E5 I can make 
art with fabric

ELA1 42A 
Communicate in 

complete statements

ELA1 22A Engage, 
connect & respond to 
a variety of print & 

other media

Math1 N9a 
Understand addition 

to 20

Sci1 C2 Describe, 
compare and identify 
a purpose for objects 

I construct

SS1 A3 Distinguish 
geographic features 

in communities

ELA1 34 Share ideas 
and reflect on the 

research process for 
improvement

PE1 D2 Follow safety 
rules/routines

Art1 E6 I can create 
art using 

photography & 
technology

ELA1 42B Use 
various spelling 

strategies & tools

ELA1 22B Construct 
meaning from a 
variety of texts

Math1 N9b 
Understand 

subtraction to 20

Sci1 D1 Use my 
senses to make 
observations

SS1 B1 Look at how 
my family is 

influenced by the past

ELA1 41A Reflect on 
own & others' work

PE1 D3 Develop 
goals and personal 

challenges

Math1 N10c Recall 
addition & subtraction 

facts to 5

ELA1 42C Use rules 
of capitalization & 

punctuation

ELA1 22C Recognize 
the artistry of texts & 

its impact

Math1 N10a 
Strategies for 

addition facts to 18

Sci1 D2 Describe the 
role of senses in living 

things

ELA1 51A Respect 
others & appreciate 

diversity to strengthen 
community

ELA1 41B Revise & 
edit my work to 

improve it

Sci1 E2 Describe and 
classify common living 

things

Math1 PR1 Show an 
understanding of 
repeating pattern

ELA1 43A Effectively 
present information

ELA1 23A Recognize 
forms & genres

Math1 N10b 
Strategies for 

subtraction facts to 18

Sci1 E1 Identify what 
living things need to 

live and grow

ELA1 52A Work in a 
group

ELA1 41C Expand my 
written & spoken 

vocabulary

Math1 PR3 Sort sets 
by 1 attributes and 

explain

Math1 PR2 Translate 
& represent repeating 

patterns

ELA1 43B Effectively 
access & engage with 
presented information



Math1 PR4 Describe 
equality as a balance

Math1 PR5 Record 
equalities, using the 

equal symbol

Math1 SS1 
Understand 

measurement as 
comparison


